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What is O2 Gateway
We recognise the need for convergence of
connectivity and IT services.
We’ve invested in a market-leading
platform, O2 Gateway, that combines
Mobile, WAN and wifi networks with
seamless access into cloud and Unified
Communications services all managed
end-to-end by a single supplier.
That means a faster route to smarter
working and digital transformation.

Services & Applications
O2 Gateway is the foundation for multiple
services and applications.
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✔ Managed WAN
✔ Access options
✔ Mobile Access
✔ Global Access
✔ Enterprise wifi
✔ Internet
✔ Security
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Gateway Evolution

SD-WAN
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Building on O2 Gateway’s extensive capabilities
and focusing on delivering secure application
performance, Gateway SD-WAN offers customers
broader software defined options in the form
of:
§

§

§

§

Software defined application aware
routing for improved application performance
to keep pace with evolving business needs
Software defined orchestration
O2 Gateway’s capability used for fast and easy
centralised configuration, deployment and
management of the platform
Advanced application visibility and reporting
ability to recognise and report on thousands
of corporate and cloud applications used
across the customer’s WAN; available at
network, site, device and interface level
Near zero touch deployments
improved installs by reducing deployment
time and costs

SD-WAN is the O2 Gateway enhancement. And with
Gateway, it’s all about maximising the one-time investment
and minimising disruption. Once you’re on it, we open up
new services and solutions.
And with new software-defined technologies emerging you
can rest assured that your investment into O2 Gateway is
future-proofed. You can continually maximise its SDN
capabilities and benefits, allowing your business to stay agile
for whatever the future brings.

SD-WAN

Gateway Internet
1

O2 Gateway Internet utilises O2 Gateway’s core MPLS
network infrastructure and carrier grade Internet
infrastructure already supporting O2 ’s fixed and
mobile Internet services.
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This network based security solution provides customers with
internet bandwidth plus security via a highly scalable and
resilient Next Generation Firewall platform provisioned
within the O2 Gateway network.

The ability to include Internet service as part of a
Managed WAN service offers significant benefits to
a customer as it is provided from within the cloud,
and uses the same access connections to support
corporate data, wifi and mobile.
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O2 Gateway Internet is a premium internet service,
designed for fast, symmetrical, dedicated and
reliable internet connections suitable for business
critical applications, including web site hosting and
e-commerce applications.

Gateway Internet Protect (GIP)

Gateway Internet Defence (GID)
Provides organisations with centralised internet bandwidth
plus DDoS mitigation via a highly scalable and resilient DDoS
protection platform.

✔

Gateway Internet Defence (GID) solution along with
Gateway Internet Protect (GIP) are additional
security offerings available to O2 Gateway Internet.
Gateway Internet
Defence

Gateway Internet
Protect

Internet

Cloud
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Our cloud Services are fully integrated
with O2 Gateway, meaning access to
cloud connectivity is seamless.
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Cloud Co-Location
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Public Cloud

Provides Co-Location capabilities, which can be monitored
and provisioned from a central portal.

We manage a central cloud platform
which delivers processing power,
network connectivity and storage
hardware.
From within the service portal, customers
can rapidly provision computing power,
with template and user-/role-based
security. So it’s quick and easy to spin up
and take down servers as needed.

Benefit from uncontended connectivity to Cloud Service Providers
such as Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure Google and Oracle
Cloud Platforms. So you can enjoy public cloud services with peace
of mind.

✔

Cloud Co-Location

Public Cloud

Challenges
We’re helping organisations with next generation connectivity that makes
their digital transformation plans much smoother, safer and productive.

Top challenges
✔ Multiple connectivity suppliers are difficult to control and manage

✔ Our current comms estate stops us from gaining competitive advantage

✔ Our operations are legacy and engrained in the ‘way we do things’ causing inefficiency
✔ Our IT infrastructure is becoming increasingly expensive

✔ We cannot/find it difficult to access our corporate network outside of the office
✔ Employees are demanding more flexibility and mobility

✔ Collaboration and productivity is halted by our connectivity

✔ Our providers don’t understand our digital strategy and aims
✔ Our business is moving to cloud and SaaS-based applications
✔ Security is an add-on rather built-in

In the boardroom

For procurement

•

Faster route to smarter working
and digital transformation

•

Multiple services provided under
a single agreement

•

Better use of resources and
more cost-effective projects

•

Easier way to allocate resources

•

•

Enhanced mobile access to
corporate data for remote teams

Simplified contract information
for easier internal decision-making

•

•

Proven savings

Reduced costs from flexible
commercial options

•

Increased employee engagement,
retention and make the business
more attractive to new employees
due to flexibility of working

Positive Impact

Aldi
Telefonica connects Aldi with the world’s
biggest networking solution in the retail sector.

On-site

For IT

Easy access to full corporate
network from any site

•

•

Seamless collaboration for
managing complex projects

•

Faster provisioning of new services,
including SD-WAN capabilities

•

No hassle to add new sites
onto the network

•

Consistent user experiences
across the network

•

Fewer errors and less time
on the job

•

Peace of mind at network,
connection and endpoint level

•

Dedicated access from your
corporate network to public cloud
providers where other services,
databases or systems are hosted

•

Simpler network and user
access management

We are connecting more than 8,000 retail sites
across Europe for the ALDI retail group. We
helped launch a sustainable, next generation
European corporate network solution using
Cisco SD-WAN technology.
Never before had there been such an extensive
and modern SD-WAN installation in global retail.

“ Under the leadership of Telefónica
Germany, we have succeeded in
developing an innovative solution
that suits ALDI's requirements.
The three major goals - security,
efficiency and low operating costs have been fully achieved."
Rüdiger Wölfl,
Cisco Germany.

O2 Gateway
digital transformation
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